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PREFACE

The :Special Interest Group (310) On Research Xianagement of the American
ducational Research Association was initially conceived by members of the

Association to "provide a locus within AERA for activities intended to foster
more effective and appropriate apolieation of research results in educational
practicer'. The SIC has the following basic objectives;

To promote meaningful discourse about the management
of research among the members of the Special Interest
Group on Research Management. (The term "research"
includes research, development, evaluation, dissemina-
tion of knowledge, diffusion of developments, and
related a c tiv it i s )

To promote di, semination activities designed to improve
the management of educational research.

3. To encourage the scientific study of the managemen
all administrative levels of educational research efforts.

4. To identify and clarify issues and processes related
to the selection and training of educational research
managers.

Among its activities, the JIL sponsors files of research and research
related publications, meetings at national, regional, state and local levels,
issues periodic publications, acts as a clearing house of information and
conducts liaison with counterpart groups and committees of other professional
societies and associations.



INTRODUCT

Don B. and Adolph J. Koenig

The Special Interest Croup for research management presented a
symposium on Applications of Research Management Techniques at the
annual meeting of the American Educational Research Association in
New York City, February 6, 1971. Panel members for the symposium
were selected from organizations conducting research and development.

ach panel member presented a paper describing specific applications of
research management techniques, and then responded to questions front
members of the audience.

The thrust of the symposium was upon applications in order to
provide symposium participants with a description cf research management
techniques currently being used by R&D organizations. Although the
symposium was not specifically designed to include all aspoets of research
management, the papers when taken together comprise a "working" model
for managing the information associated with Ili & activities:

It is important to note that the topics of the papers were selected by
people working in R& organizations. Practicing R&D managers present-
ed topics that they had found important in the management of research.
Pressing needs in an organization provide the impetus for the development
of systematic ways of managing information. Accordingly, the emergence
of specific research management techniques carries with it the implicit
assumption that the organization placed a high priority on a particular
aspect of reserach management. Now, a brief resume of the salient
aspects of each paper is presented.

The prototypic rescrach management system described by Don D.
Croft includes techniques for organizing and managing information about,
1) projects currently being conducted by the organization, 2) reports and
products completed by the organization, 3) the background and experience
of members of the organization, 4) procedures for preparing proposals
for n&D projects. 5) reporting the activities of the organization, and
6) securing evaluative information about R&D reports.

Croft identifies specific types of information for describing the
activities of R&D organizations, and presents techniques for organizing
the information so that it may be easily retrieved by research managers.
Thus, the use of this prototypic system would allow research managers to
meet many of the requests for descriptive information about the organiza-
tion from members of the public or the educational profession.
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Dan Woolpert discusses a topic which, for tle most part, has been
ignored by the R&D community. The topic, organizational operations,
described the procedures and policies that reduce the administrative
burden on researchers and developers and assist management in operat-
ing an effective R&D organization. Specifically, An Operations Manual
for Research Organizations", describes the policies and internal operat-
ing procedures of the Wisconsin Il&D Censer, and includes the standing
operating prccedures for the following topics: 1) Contractual Commit-
ments, 2) Governing and advisory groups, 3) Personnel Policies,
4) Program Planning and Budgeting, 5) Technical Development Programs,
6) Di ssemination Programs, and 17). Operations and Business Activities.
In brief, the Woolpert handbook opens to view an operational set of guides
for establishing standardized procedures for conducting R&D activities.

John Vinsonhaler proposes a system for using the computer to
manage the information about the financial expenditures of an R&D organ-
ization. The paper also describes the value of management information
systems (MIS) for the administration of scientific research projects. The
scope presented included: 1) description of an MIS technique containing a
practical method of providing information on university research projects,
2) a case study describing the use of an inexpensieve computerized MIS
to manage the finances of an educational research project and 3) comments
on the value of the MIS approach in other areas of research management
supporting applications such as literature searching, data collection, and
statistical analysis.

e.Ionte Penney discussed the application of a research management
procedure, the Convergence Technique developed by Louis Carrese and
Carl C. Baker, with the Reading Research Program sponsored by the
U. 3. Office of Education. Penney candidly pointed out some of the pob -
lems that were faced in applying the technique and, in addition, discussed
implementing procedures for the technique.

J. William Smith land John L. Yeager discussed the steps necessary
for planning and implementing a research and development program. The
phases of R&D planning that they see as critical to the process include:
I) policy review, 2) strategic planning, 3) factual planning, 4) allocation of
resources, and 5) monitoring. In addition to descriptions of each phase in
detail, they provided flow charts identifying the component of each phase.
Smith and Yeager also included a model for the evaluation of management
panning techniques, and presented illustrative data which compared
techniques which are commonly used in the planning process. The
communications techniques which were compared included bar-charts,
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In the next section of this report, the papers read and discussed
at the SIG symposium are presented. Additional written information
or thepro ducts associated with each system may be obtained by writing
the autoors.



A PROTOTYPIC E iviANAGE1VIENT INF OR MAT'
Don B. Croftl

rNTRODUCTION

7 SYSTEM

Fol owing the passage of the Cooperative Research Act of 1.954, thenumber of R&D projects conducted by educational institutions hao increased
substantially. The massive financing of E &D projects by the Federal
Government has had an impact +Ton the procedures for managing and accounting for the funds associateu with these projects. Due to the numberof E &D pro;ects now being conducted, it is evident that there is a need todevelop nevi systems for organizing and managing the information associ-ated with the R &D activities conducted in an organization,

The, purpose of this paper is to describe a prototypic system formanaging the information about the R&D activities conducted by an organ-ization, The system outlined in this paper was intended for individuals
performing research wanagement functions within an organization. Asthe system has been conceived, the concept of research managementincludes three general functions. The three research management func -Lions include:

1. collecting descriptive information associated with the R&D a tiv-ities in the organizations
2. conducting objective and systematic analyses of the information as

a basis for reporting the accomplishments of the program
providing evaluative reports about the organization's R&D projects
for input to the decision-making process

fit this point, it is necessary to define what i
terms description, analysis and evaluation.

ant by the three

Description--refers to reliable and valid information about the p%ojectsbeing conducted, and the personnel associated with the organization.Analysis --refers to the formulation of statistical or analytical reports
about R&D projects and organizational activities. Evaluation---refers to
obtaining ratings from qualified outside consultants about the organizationand the projects conducted by staff members.

Once the position has been taken to develop a system for collectinginformation about the R &D activities being performed by the organization,
then the next step is to select the kinds of information that should be
included in the s:y tem. As one looks at an organization conducting R&D,
Don B. Croft is Director, Claude C. Dove Learning Center, New Mexico
State University, Las Cruces, New Mexico 88001
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he is overwhelmed by the complexity and multi licity of the operations
occuring in the organization. At this point, it is easy to state that it is
impossible to develop a system which completely describes all the activi-
ties that occur. In all probability this is correct, but on the other hand,
research managers must ben, and they begin by choosing what informa-
tion should be collected, and developing, "working systen-ts" for organizing
the information.

When the acti, f an R&D organization are examined closely, it is
covered that the following three terms SIT. useful categories:

1. Personnel
2. Substantive Frog
3. Financial

In other words, the activities of an R&D organization may he at-bitrnrily
but usefully, classified Lite) three components: people, projects, and money.
At this point, it is important to delimit the scope of the Prototypic Research
Management System. In this paper only the system for org-anizirg and
managing information about the personnel and substantive projects eat-
is _iscussed. No mention of the operations, planning, t o financial aspects
of research management is presented.

However, before the research management system is discussed, it is
important to present some reasons,why an organization should use a system
for managng research activities. The following list provides some of the
reasons.

1. to inform others about the projects being conducted by the 21a-
-Lion

to provide information. about the projects to individuals in the organ-
ization who manage the o.7ojects

3. to meet the frequent inquiries from outside individuals al cut the
R &D activities of the organization
to provide a basis for conducting analyses and evaluation of the-R&D
programs
to assist in meeting the requirements for reporting information to
agencies which financially support the projects being conducted

6. providing procedures for teaching new staff members abcut the
organization

7. providing evaluative feedback to members of the ergtstEiztion

A research management system is composed of separate components,
each describing salient facets of organizational activity. The following
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outline describes the type of information included in the p r t atypic Pesearch
.W:anagement System*

I. ongoing projects
2. completed projects
3. c ompleted products and materials
4. staff members
5. consultants
6. organizational progress reports
7. preparing proposals
8. evcilvmtion reports
in the next section of this report, each component of system is

discussed.

NT PH 14 C-i'L3

E &I': organizations receive requests for information about the projects
that currently are being conducted by staff members. Meeting these re -
quests for information about the substantive projects may be a burdensome
task unless procudures are established for retrieving information quickly
and in a form which communicates to others. In addition, it is also
economical if the Information has been prepares? in a form that can be
easily reproduced by a copy machine. In this section, the following three
components of the system for retrieving information about the projects
currently ii7derway are discussed:

I. Orq,anizaiion31 Resume
2. Project Register,
3. Project resume
4, Project E:ipporting T,:ocurcents

ea r orlza n essar,...
The resume for die organization briefly describes the overall

purposes of the -.IrrTanization and delimits the major projects v, h are
being conducted , 7: he resume.also includes f.nfcrmation about the ;`Jtlif cf
the organizatiai, sources of funding, and other relevaLt information,
The resume, aii;hollgli it is brief, provides an overview of the organization
and the projects condnoted by staff members. The organizational resume
is written to communicate to a wide variety of audiences,

B. Project R° ester
The project register is a list of the projects currently being conduct-

ed by the organization. The project register also includes a unique num
ben fo each project and 1-he name of the principal investigator. It is the
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key document for identifying the substantive activities conducted by the or-ganization, and is used as an index for locating information about the pro-jests.
In many cases it is possible to arrange the projects listed on theproject register into meaningful categories. The categories may be pro-grams, for example: a series of related projects on the same generaltopic or a category describing types of activity, for example: basic re-search, development and service. Assigning projects to programs or

general categories is of assistance in locating specific projects. In addi-tion, the organization of the projects into programs assists in defining the
major progr arms of the organization.

Project Rerun e
A project refers to identifiable research, development and serviceactivities of the organization. The resume' describes what is being done,how the project is being conducted, and the terminal objectives of theproject. The project resume-provides a brief description of these activi-ties and serves as an operational definition for the activities being performed.The following categories are useful to describe projects and additional onesmay be included if more information is required.
I. principal investigator
2. title of the project, address, date initiated

key word identifiers
4. purpose
5. method
G. characteristics of the people
7. expected terminal objective and date of completion

Project 3up-ortitpreents
Documents which provide additional information about the projects arecalled project supporting documents. For example, a project proposal

supplies information in more detail than the abstract and is used to supple-ment the project abstract. In the same manner, other written materialsmay be prepared to describe the curricuhim, film, videotapes, andequipment being used. Each one of these descriptive documents provideadditional information about the activities being conducted. In some casesthe documents may simply describe the events which have occurred. How-ever, in most cases the proposal or written plans for the acnvrty are allthat is needed to provide supplemental information about the project.



Ill. COMPLETED OUTPUTS

R&D, organizations complete many reports about the activities which
are conducted by the organization. The organization also receives manyrequests for Information about these projects,. Accordingly, a systemsimilar to the one for retrieving information about ongoing projects isuseful when answering requests about projects which have been completed.
The components of the system for organizing information about completedactivities of the organization include:

I. report register
2. report abstract
3. final reports
4. precinct file

A. E epprt ealstei:
The report reZster is a list of all the reports which have been corn -[Acted by the organization. The format of the report register is similarto a bibliography; it provides the author(s), title, publisher, and the dateof the document It is a key document which describes the reports which

have been completed by the organization, and is useful as an index for
locating information for retrieving publications.

In some cases it is necees ary to arrange the report included in the
Report Register under different categories for classifying the documents.For example, the report register may be arranged according to program
categories specified by the project register. This arrangement of thereport supplies information about the reports produced from each program..
The report register may also be organized according to general categories
which may assist in locating reports requested by other individuals.

B. Report AhetEact

An abstract of a report is an effective way of quickly communicating
the findings of a study to others, R &D organizations receive many
requests for information about the findings of studies that have beencompleted. The abstract provides a concise and economical means fordisseminating information to others. In addition, the abstract allows
research managers to organize and present the outputs from specific
programs.

The ERIC publication Research in Edneetion kisis well as other inter-
mation dissemination systems provide examples of information dense
abstracts. The abstracts are short, and contain the essential information
included in the report. When preparing an abstract the following catego-
ries are used Additional categories may be added, if needed, but it is



essential that the abstract remain as concise as possible.
1. author(s)
2. title, publisher, date completed
3. key-work identifiers
4. purpose
5. method
6. characteristics of sample
7. findings

Publication Library,
The reports and other publications of the 3 & organization are

maintained in a location which permits easy access to copies of the publi-
cation. The doeuraents are arranged in a manner similar to a library, and
it may be necessary to have a person assigned the responsibility of main -
taming the publication library. The person in charge of the library may set
up card files, report registers, and other, cross-reference documents to
assist in retrieving specific reports.

One purpose of development projects is to produce a product which
can be used by other people. The term product refers to some type of
materi al object which is produced as a result of an R&D activity. A
product includes for example: curriculum materials, electronic equip-
ment, programmed instruction techniques, videotapes, films, etc. An
organization may produce many different products, and a system is need
ed to have information 'about these products. Accordingly, the model used
to organize information abort the reports produced, by staff members was
adopted to handle products. The resume-foo the product, however,
includes differeot categories of information. These topics are included
in the product Tesurne: 1) name of product developer, 2) name of oroc'uct,
3) purpose of the product, 4) cost and availability of the product, and
5) testing and evaluation data about; the prodoot. With inc excerlion of
different categories in the r9sumd the following components describe the
system for managing information about the products of en orgarization:

1. Product P. fodster
2. Product Resume'

Product "Library"

IV. Plia3SONNEL

Infor a about the background and obilities of the in tridnal staff
ben is used often in the preparation of proposals, assignments in
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consulting positions, and describing the capabilities of the organization.
Accordingly, it is helpful if research managers have information aboutthe staff in a readily available form. This subsystem of the research
management system describes several proceiures for organizing theinformation about staff members. The following four components of thesystem are described.

I. staff register
2. Ftag vitae
3. staff publication list
4. consultant file

A. Staff lierrister
The staff register is a list of the names and positions of the membersof the organization. It includes all the personnel in the organization, andmay be arranged according to categories of positions. The categories forexample may be professional, technical and clerical staff members or anyother categories which are of assistance when using the staff register asan index for securing additional information about the staff member.

Staff Vitae
One of the most frequently used documents in a research organizationis the vitae of staff members. A vitae is included in proposals prepared bythe R &D organization, in documents describing the capabilities of the

organization, and when individuals with specific abilities need to be idea
Because th vitae is used very often, it is helpful if all vitae arein a common concise format, and are in a form which is easily reproducedon a copy machine. A one-page vitae is usually sufficient for most needsfor information. Accordingly, the Experience, Consultant, and Publica

lion categories are usually to five,antries. The followinu describes
categories of information about each person that are fncluned in top vitae,

1. Name
2. Position
3. Address and telephone number
4. Specialties
5. Education
6. Experience
7. Consultant Activities
8. Publications

C. Staff Publication List
This list is a bibliography of all the publications of the staff members.A separate list is prepared for each staff member. It is usually prepared
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in bibliographic style, e.g., name, title, publisher, and date, and it may
include several key-work identifiers about each publication. The key-word
identifiers identify the nature of the publication, and are helpful when
screening the bibliography of the individual, in order tc select appropriata
publications to include 011 the vitae.

E. Consgtant File
Consultants ar-: employ :A to assist staff m mbers in planning, review-

ing , and evaluating the proj::cts that are conducted by the organization.
The role of an outside consultant is to provide objective and unbiased infor-
mation to the members of the organization on topics relevant to his experi-
enca and background. Accordingly, another component of a research mama
meat system is to provide information which assists the members of the
organization to select qualified outside consultants.

The system described for organizing information about the staff mem
hers of the li&D organization serves as the model for developing the
Consultant File. One exception occurs, however, instead of maintaining
a file of publications for the person, it is necessary to maintain a file of
the reports made by the Consultant. The reports may include the evaluation
of specific projects, reports, programs or the entire organization. The
following comprises the Consultant File:

1. Consultant Regdster-Name, address, telephone, etc.
2. Consultant Vitae-Specialties, education, experience, etc.
3. Consultant Report File-Evaluative reports made by the consultant

V. P110P-'SAL Pfi.E:P.AEATIGN 13-2 CC:OM:TEES

Staff members in ft SLEJ organizations prepare many proposals or pro
jocts. The proposals for 13 82D act!vities are submitted to agencies for fund-
ing or to the directox- of the organization fcr: consideration as a paterNal
new activity. Many new staff members may have never prepared a propo-
sal, and they may act know the inetructiona and procedures for submitting
them to a funding a!-,rency, Accordingly, another important component of a
research management system is to provide information for preparin
proposals to he staff members of the organization. the following are the
essential components of this system:

1. Funding Agency File
2. "Icl,::as-for -Proje.cr2s" File
3. Proposal File



A. Funding Agency File
The forms, instruction, brochures, and current priorities for projects

for appropriate funding agencies are maintained in this file. The file per-
mits stag members to secure information which assists them in preparing
a proposal for a specific agency. Maintaining a file or relevant information
about the submission of a proposal to an agency obviates the dilemma of not
having the forms, etc., when notice of a request for proposal is given. The
file is indexed by agency. Additional indexes may be prepared- to list agen -
cies which fund specific types of projects. The file may also be used to
maintain other publications related sources of funding for example, the
publication BliSilleSS and Daily Commeroe.

"Ideas-for-Pr.oiects" File
The "Ideas-for-Projects" File is used to retain brief descriptions of

ideas which may be developed into R&D projects. When a staff member has
an idea, a brief resume is prepared so that the essential elements are word-
ed. One page is usually sufficient to record a title, a description cf the idea
and references which provide background information for the idea.

This file is especially useful when there are staff members available to
develop the idea. For example, graduate assistants may be used to complete
the groundwork needed to formulate a proposal fxom the brief one-page de -
scription. Thus, the file is a source of ideas for individuals who wish to
initiate research and development. projects.

C. Proposal File
The proposal file contains copies of the proposals submitted by the R&D

organization as well as other proposals which may be of assistance to the
staff members. The preparation of a research proposal is a time-consum-
ing task, and represents the ideas and work of many individuals. The pro-
posal, even though it may not have been funded, may contain valuable infor-
mation which may assist staff members of the organization in preparing
new proposals. Some poi:.i.ons of proposals remain relatively constant,
for example the description of the computer facilities available to the organ-
ization, or reviews of the literautre on specific topics. This information with
revisions according to events which have occured may be of assistance in
preparing a new document.

Another value of a proposal file is that it provides examples of h- :- to
write a research proposal to new members of the organization. Thus, the
proposal file may assist new people in improving their skills at writing
research proposal.s. In addition, the ideas contained in the proposal may
provide the impetus for the development of other projects.



VI. ORGANIZATIONAL REPCRTS

R&D staff members prepare reports for describing the activities,
accomplishments, and plans of the organization. Typically, the reports
are prepared to describe the events occuring in the organization for specified
periods of time. Annual reports, for example, are prepared to communicate
what happened during the prior year, as quarterly reports on the other hand
may only cover events during a three-month period of time. In some organ-
izations it is necessary to prepare a report which describes the plans for the
future, This report may project planned activities for the next year or for
a longer period of time for example, a five-year period. In short, organi-
zational reports describe the past, relatively recent events, and future plans.

he following are the components of an organizational reporting system.
I. Annual Report
2. Progress Reports
3. Program Plans

A. Annual-Ileport
The annual report is the basic document for describing the activities

and accomplishments of the organization for the year. The purpose of
the report is not only to describe the events of the year, but also to provide
the reader with some information about the history and mission of the organ-
ization. In other words, the annual report acts the yearly activities in the
context of the goals cf the organization. The annual report is a document
which by and large is sufficient to provide an individual with basic knowledge
about the organization. Annual reports are often disseminated widely.
Accordingly it is necessary to prepare the document so that it is written
using terms that will communicate to the audience that reads it, The
following is an outline of topics included in a typical annual report.

1. Staff members of the organization
2. List of projects currently being conducted
3. Brief histo'.-y of the organization
4. Overview of organizational goals
5. Resume of major programs or projects
6. Activities and accomplishments for the year
7. Review of major accomplishments
8. Overview of future plans

Progress Reports
A progress report provides information about the events which have

recently oceurra; it the organization. Progress reports are published
quarterly or semi-annually and are used primarily to update the informa-
tion contained in other reports. The progress report also allows the
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organization to report events of significance more rapidly than if it must
wait until the annual report is written. In short, progress reports provide
a means for research managers to have current information about organi-
zation activities.

One purpose of the progress report is to update the information base
which is maintained for the organization. Accordingly, to minimize the
amount of information which has already been submitted, a system of re-
porting by exception is preferable. When the reporting by exception system
is used, the report is prepared by including new information when it is
needed and reporting "no change" in categories which have remained the
same. The progress report is then used to update the basic file on the
organization. The following is a list of categories included in a progress
report.

I. Overview of organizational goals-update includes new overview
2. Staff Register-update includes vitae for new staff members
3. Organizational chart-update
4. Project Register-update includes resumes for new projects
5. Report Register update-includes abstracts of completed reports
6. Disseminatinn activities

ae workshops, conferences, etc., sponsored
b. newspaper releases, lectures, reports, etc.

m Plan.
The peogram plan describes the longterm objectives of the R&D

organization, and the new projects which will be initiated by staff mem-
bers. The program plan includes detailed proposals for the projects which
have been selected to become a part of the ongoing activities of the organi-
zatioh.

The Proem _an - . eiten after "inhoeseu secs ions have been con -
ducked to review . proposals for new projects. The program Oen then
serves as fee basis for guiding the plans GA: the organization during the
next period of ter c. In addition, the program plea also provides input to
"inhense" sec ions, for planning the lozg term objectives of the eegani-
zation.

VII. EVALUATION REPORTS

Another component of the Preto je.c The ear oh Management System
refers to evaluation eeparts describing the R &D t-,at?etion and the
projects that are couducted by staff neentTeers. Although f?..".11 systematic
and objective methods have been developed to evaluate organizations and
projects, evaluations are constai't!y reins conducted. In this section, the
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system for organizing information is described, and a form for evaluating
research reports is presented.

Report Evaluation Form
The purpose of the Report Evaluation Form is to obtain ratings from

qualified outside consultants about the "quality" of a research report. The
form was constructed primarily as a -means of securing descriptive infor-
mation about specific categories which are commonly related to evaluation.
The categories are general enough to be used for rating different types of
projects. Gephart also has constructed an excellant evaluation form which
thoroughly covers the design and statistical aspects of research projects2
as well as other categories of information relevant to evaluation.

The eport Evaluation Form was administered to 53 persons who
completed the form on a research report. The evaloators had training in
the topic of the study that they evaluated. A factor analysis of the items in
the _Report Evaluation Form was conducted to determine if the items obtained
high loadings on the constructs measured by the instrument. The results of
Table I indicate that toe items in each category do fall out en the same
factors. Acccrf:icgly, it was concluded that the instrument does measure
the following attributes of a research report.

1. 'ficance to Education
2. Conceptualization of the Problem
3. Methodology and Design of the Study
4. Interpretation of the Results
5. Usefulness of the Report
Subteot scores for each of these categories may be obtained by computing

factor scores for the instrument or summing the responses to each item in
the sobtest after r, verse scoring fLe appropriate items. A copy of the Report
Evaluation Form is incladed in the Appendix.

R&D organTizations receive cite visits for evaluating ta9 p_ ts and
operations of ne organization. The site visitors usually prepare a written
document which reports their obserati.ons about the vixit. The report that
is prepared provides feedback to the staff members of the organization, and
provides additional input to the decision-- making process. The Evaluation
File allows research managers to maintain the reports written by site nisi
tors, and use these reports to prepare surouy.Lakies of the findin:T3 of the

4Gophart, V jllixam LT "Eovelopment of an Icstfument for Evaluating
Educational Research Reports," Cooperative Research Project No.5-014,
University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee, lkoionaukee, Wisconsin, 1164
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TABLE I
VARIMAX ROTATED FACTOR LOADINGS FOR THE

RESEARCH REPORT EVALUATION FORM
(N=53)

Factor Loadings
h2 Itcriv V

1 01 84 24 00 13
2 15 84 -03 32 05
3 06 89 -03 17 03
4 07 65 19 -20 23
5 00 81 33 02 11

6 11 35 19 25 58
7 -01 04 16 06 59
8 -02 18 33 31 65
9 29 03 12 00 73

10 42 11 -04 -07 75
11 38 38 -18 23 46

12 SI 14 -01 -06 23
13 83 00 -04 03 15
14 72 06 35 -41 11
15 83 13 02 -03 24
16 75 -02 02 29 05
17 76 -04 24 22 21
18 70 13 22 31 06
19 84 05 17 26 -04

20 53 20 58 03 05
21 -01 21 76 20 08
22 28 16 76 12 28
23 41 -02 61 30 42
24 -03 -39 63 17 35

.25 25 02 24 68 -08
26 29 11 24 21 47
27 24 52 10 55 21
28 -10 16 02 66 27
29 -01 01 26 63 25

9.5 4.2 2.4 1.9 1.7
33 47 55 62 68

16-

ILawiticance
78 an important problem
84 additional study needed
83 high priority topic
55 relevant to broad segment
78 high potential value

V Concentualization
57 established a problem
38 based upon prior research
67 related to theory
64 objectives identified clearly
76 variables defined operationally
59 variables relevant to problem

I Method & Design
74 controls for confounding
72 statistics appropriate
83 can replicate study
76 reliable and valid data
65 confounding effects identified
73 assumption not violated
65 inferences warranted
81 inferences & opinion separated

.111Interprszte.ti on
67 findings stated clearly
54 closed a gap in knowledge
81 objectives \of study fulfilled
59 most important results identified
78 important contribution

IV TJeefulness....._
81 interpretations are referenced
71 describes use of findings
42 impetus for additional studies
69 identified new variables
53 clarified prior findings

Eigenvalue
% Variance



site visitors. Although the eva luative reports prepared by site visitors do
not usually follow a common format, the following categories of information
may be rated by site visitors.

1. Significance of the research topics
2. Sophistication of research design and me
3. Sophistication of development activities
4. Effectiveness of dissemination activities
5. Balance and integration of the R ezD activities
6. Economic efficiency of the organization
7. Effectiveness of Institutional Relationship_s
8. Quality of Personnel
9. Program Planning and Evaluation Procedures

10. Management of the Organization

OVERVIEW

The research management system which has been described in this
paper was designed primarily as a manually operated system. The reason
for this is, of course, that many It &D organizations do not have computer
systems which can be used to perform many of the retrieval and updating
operations. Nevertheless, the system which has been described may be
converted to a computerized system. The conversion of a manual system
to a computerized one is much easier and less expensive when the infor-
mation has been recorded in a common format. This system puts the
information in a common format.

One procedure which was not discussed in the p aper is the mai
tenance of an updated looseleaf notebook containing the information used
most often by re ;:.arch managers. In the notebook the latest abstracts,
resumes, and N-:-:as of the projects and personnel are maintained. In
addition, the registers for these documents are also included in the note-
book. The information supplied in the progress report is used to update
the notebook, and thus current descriptive information about the R&D
organization is at hand.

In summary, the Prototypic Research Management System provides one
way of managing information about R &D organizations. Admittedly, it is
not a final system, but at least it is a start towards improved research
management.

One final note, for the researcher his terminal product is usually a
research report of some type which serves to communicate his work,
findings, and conclusions along with other descriptive information. The
utility of his work is dependent on many factors and the following Research
Report Evaluation Form offers some questions which can assist both re -
searchers in the design and evaluation of their projects as well as consumer
of the research to relate the product to their needs in realistic ways.

17 -



Research R :port Evaluation Form
Don B. Croft

New Eexico State University

This form is used for evaluating research reports and was designed to
obtain ratings and written comments about selected attributes of a final
report. The attributes that have been selected include some of the
criteria used for evaluating research projects. The completed Research
Report Evaluation Form provides information from education specialists
for evaluating the quality of a report and is not the only source of evalua-
tive information about a project. Please consider your comments and
rating carefully in order to provide accurate and useful information a
bout your evaluation of the report.

The form is used to rate many different types of final reports. When
an item not relevant for a specific type of study, please circle
When ynu are not able to make a rating based upon your knowledge
about a specific item, please circle NI. However, if at all possible
please attempt to answer every item, making careful estimates when
it is necessary. Please write your comments in a brief and concise
manner covering the salient points which you wish to make. You may
include references to other studies in order to provide us with
additional information.

Please complete the following:

Title of Report

Author of 2 ep or t

atcr

ate



- Not relevant
DX Don't know
NI = No information

A. Si gnlficance to education

The topic of study is relevant to an important
education problem.

A need existed for additional study on this
topic.

A high priority currently exists for studies
an this topic .

4. The topic has relevance to a broad segment
of educators.

'ingirgs on this topic have high potential value
to educational knowledge or practice.

Please describe the value and siguificance of this tc
educational knowledge or practice.

I. Strongly disagree
2. Disagree
3. Agree
4. Strongly agree

1 2 3 4 NB DID NI

1 2 3 4 NE D:c NJ

1 2 3 4 v D:c i

1 2 3 4 N t NI

1 2 4 N DX NI

idy to



11 -1.-ot relevacit_ 1. Strongly disagree
DX-3: 2. Disagree
NI 0 .i:Jormati on 3. Agree

4. Strongly agree

B. Conceptualization of the Problem

1. The report establishes existence of
a problem.

The study is based upon salient prior
research studies.

The relationship of the pr blem to theory
or practice is clearly stated.

4. a he objectives of the study are identified
and described clearly.

i he variables and terms are defined
operationally.

6. The variables identified are relevant to
the prob;ein.

1 2 3 4 C7,7.

1 2 3 4 11r, DS

1 2 3 4 NH

1 2 3 4 NH DC

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

Please describe how well the investigators conceptualized the problem
arca and selected variables relevant to the problem.



NR-not relevant 1 Strongly disagee
D ( -Don't .!Cnol.v 2. Disagree
NI -No information

C. Methodology and Design of the Study

The design of the study cot
confounding effects,

ols for important

2.. The statistical analysis was appropriate for
the data.

The report provides information for replicating
the study.

4. The data were collected by reliable and valid
procedures.

5. Effects which may have confounded the r
are identified.

Assumptions unde ying the statLtical methods
were not violated.

7. The inferences made from the data analyses
are warranted.

Inferences from the data and the opinions of
the investigator are separated clearly.

3.
4.

Agree
Strongly agree

1 2 3 4 NR NI

I 2 3 4 NR DT< NI

1 2 3 4 NR D'C Ni

1 2 3 4 NR D lc NI

1 2 3 4 NE D NI

1 2 3 4 NR D' NI

1 2 3 4 NR DK NI

1 2 3 4 NR

Please describe the appropriateness of the design or methods used in
this study.



- Not relevant
DK Don't kncv
NI - No information

17). Interpretation of results

The findings of the study are stated clearly.

The objectives of the study were fulfilled.

The 171034; important results e identiE-d and
interpreted.

4. The report is an important contribution to
knowledge :In the field.

The report helps close an irnp:Jrtant gap in
current knowledge.

Strongly disbgiee
2. Disagree
3. Agree
4. Strongly agree

1 2 3 4 NR D NI

I 2 3 4 Nth 'NTT
A

1 2 3 °4 NB D NI

1 2 3 4 NIA DX NI

1 2 3 4 NII DK Ml

Please describe how well the investigator interpreted the results of heanalysis.



1411 -Not relevant
DK -Don't know
NI - No information

F. usefulness of the report

I. Interpret #c s are supported by references to
other stildies.

2. The report dercribes the usefulness o
findings.

The report provides the impetus for additional
studies .

4. The report identifies new variab e
the problem.

levant to

5. The report clarifies the findings of prior
studies.

Please describe li.w ut3cful this repo
practice.

1. Strongly disag
2. Disagree
3. Agree
4. Strongly agree

I 2 3 4 NR DiC Ni

1 2 3 4 NB DI( NI

1 2 3 4 Nfl DK NI

1 2 3 4 Nfl DK NI

1 4 NR DX NI

educational knowledge or



AN OF' !7.13ATI-7,3 FOP -7] ATIO

Dan C. Vool__pertA

The Wisconsin Research and Development Center for Cognitive Learningis a somewhat urilque organization at the University of Wisconsin. In manyways it seems to sit astraddle the academic/business divide with a foot ineach carcp. The Center is a part of the University of Wisconsin. Its staffare employoes of the University of Wisconsin. They enjoy and expect the
1.vorlting conditions and generally unfettered environment that is typical offacui.-iy status. On the other hand the level of accountability required by theCenter's navy use of federal funds requires Operational procedures similarto those commonly employed by independent profit and non - profit institu -Hons.

It was out of this context that the Center elected to pull together anumber of Mine of Education, State, University and Center .pct .Tics andpraccdures into a lia0hoolc. The most renent version is the fourth re -vision. It was currcnt for the 19C9-70 academic year. While much of the_tent is relevant only to the Wisconsic Center, other similar organizaLions may be nble to utilize the liancIllook as a model for operations manualsof their own.

A basic choice that eras made was to he inclusive rather than exclusiveas the Handbook was put together. It is a reference volume. The Centerstaff 10 not expected to reed the Handbook, cover to covel: and he familiar-.ti: ith all of the mainrial presented. They are es pectcd to have one availableand to be fa flier with its organization so that they ecn identify relevant
materials when needed. It is a problem so.-,Ting reso::: rca complete and accurate index is absolutely criL-ic;ki.-

The Itindb2ols now stands in ludas everything from the Cfri = ofTEducatla kationale for establishing Center's to how to the nbold'tmitten on the telephone. Beth seem apprepritte and useful inclusions,Staff rosters and committee lists however are questiounHe inclusions.They are invariably dated. On the other hard,, they are more Ierteii,:,cesSiNe in the lirtnclboolt than on separate, easily misplaced sheets. The

1
Dr. Dan C. V., colpert is Director, Operations and Business,

Wisconsin ReSea",Ch and Development Center for Cognitive Learning,tratversity of Wisconcia, Madison, Wisconsin
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luded in the fourth version by chapter

The CCL: ITS NATIONAL CONTEXT AND LEGAL COMP,' THENTS-
Relates the Center to the larger framework of national educational
research and development and indicates some of the legal constraintsof federal contracting.

THE CENTER'S GOVERNING AND ADVISORY GROUPS - Relatesthe Center to Federal, State and University institutions and des -tribes the internal governance of the Center.

PERSONNEL P-LICIES AND POSITIONS - Describes the conditions
of employment for the various levels of Center Staff.

IV. PROGRAM PLANNING AND BUDGETIPIG - Describes the progr m
planning/budgeting process used by the Center.

V. RESEARCH AND 21n!.-VELOPM.ENT PR OGRAI.li SUMMAR
briefly describes the programmatic otructiire and thrust
Center.

VI. THE TE'CliiiICAL D.ZVELLPMENT PROGRAM - Describes t
functions of the Center's Technical Section and indicates procedures
and constraints concer_ing.the use of its resources. Dec' ibes in
detail how to relate to cooperating schools.

VII. THE DISSEMINATION PROGRAM - Describes the functions of the
Center's Dissemination Section and indicates procedures and
constraints concerning the use of its resources. Describes in
detail Center documents and their use.

VIII. OTHER DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES GUIDELINES .seribes
in detail how to acquire the resources needed to carry out pvoject
activities. scribes administrative services.

Committees and Staff - Lists all persons related to the Center as of thedate of publication.

Forms and Outlines - Provides samples of the procedural forms neededto function efficiently within the Center structure.

Each new employee is given a copy of the Hrt.110bool- at the time of



employment. About four times each year representatives of cich of the
Center's service sections meet with new employees to highlight important
procedural statements and other situations that are traditionally trouble -
some. The most common use of the Liaryitak following orientation is by
staff to identify procedures. The ifamibook is also obviously useful as
a cone of device and is not infrequently used to settle disputes. In it, policy
statements are documented and easily accessible. The most useful ele
ments seem to be Es "how to statements of Center d University
procedures.

The detailed procedures and forms included in operational handbooks
make visible a deg-cee of bureaucracy that is unpalatable to maay in the
University environment. The Wisconsin Center has found, however, that
to the extent that a handbook can simplify and facilitiate individual's
work it will be well received.

The following pages are illustrative of the scope and non tent of the
liartclPor,k and include a copy or its "Table of Contents" and from its
"Appendix" the "List of Forms and Outlines", the "Prospectus for A
liesoarch Report", and the "Prospectus for A Levelopment Project".



Wisconsin Center For Cognitive a ng Handbook

TABLZ OF CONTE

PageL CCI,: ITSNATI -fIAL CC.:iTEXT AND LEGAL TPIED,TTS 1
Rationale and Purpose of Research and Development Centers 1Establishment and Focus of CCL
Evaluation Criteria for All R ezEi Centers 3
Contractual Commitments with the Office of Education 5General

Allowable Costs 6
Clearance of Data-gathering Forms 6
Government Property
Publications
Procedures for Securing Copyright Authorization

During Development
9Reports of Progress and Plans 10

Program Plan and Budget Request 11

THE CENTERT,3 GOVERN1AG AN ADVLSCRY GB OUPS 13Office of Education Line Relationships 13University of Wisconsin Line Relationships 13The Center Director
13Center Associate Director
15The National Evaluation Committee 15

Appointment and Term of Office 15
Composition and Meetings 16Functions

16The University fleview Board 16
Appointment and Term of Office
Composition and Meetings 17Functions

17The Executive Committee
18

Appointment and Term of Office 18
Composition and Meetings

18Functions
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20
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20
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21
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Prospectus for a Research Project

This prospectus is prepared by the Principal Investigator for the
initiation of any new project and also for the annual program planning
and budgeting of each continuing project. The headings are intended to
be applicable to all Center projects, whether the major effort is research
with a lesser development effort or vice versa. The Center Director winceother members of the Management Council will provide relevant informationand assist in preparation of the Project Prospectus so that program plan
'ling and 1:-.7.-1gcti:_g procedures of the Center are implemented.

I.. Title of Project

II. Name(s) of Principal Investigator(s)

List also full-time employees or others affiliated with
the project and their specific responsiblities.

III. ement of gene l obje tiv

These objectives are stated in accordance with the Program
objectives and in a similar form.

IV. Importance, need, or justification

Cnly a summary is necessary for continuing projects. For new
projects this section should contain a concise description of
the educational situation requiring change or the problem re-
quiring research. The status of present knowledge and the
anticipated contribution of the projected ren,3nrch should be
indicated.

V. Strategy or operational plans

This part is the nucleus of the prospectus, for both a new
and a continuing project. It should describe the operations
that will be performed in pursuing a research question orline of inquiry. The sequence of activities, arrl the specific
interim and terminal outputs should be stated in terms of Center
publications.

VI. Target population or experimental subjects

The characteristics of the experimental subjects should be
described as fully as possible., as well as the ultimate target
population for which :he research, findings will have value.



V11. Expected end products or results

A statement of end products or results by quarter for the next
fiscal year and by year for the next five years should be
indicated in terms of substance incorporated in Center publications.

The information would be stated something as follows:

FY '/O

April Technical Report: New knowledge related to motivation
and retention..

JulyWorking Paper: First draft of synthesis of research on
motivation.

Octal) -Two Technical Reports: New knowledge related to the
semantic components of concept learning.

JanuaryWorking Paper: Pilot studies related to acquisition
of literacy.

FY 71

Five Technical Reports: New knowledge related to the effects
of situational variables on concept learning.

FY 72

Theoretical Paper: A theory of creative thinking.

FY 73

ix Technical -Reports: New knowledge related to learning
and seek.) conform, tv.

FY 74

Working_ Paper: A preliminary statement related to the Gtructuee
of concept attainment

The above types of statements might well follow a brief introductory paragraph
which generally descriLes the Line or lilies y ore 13 p' cuing in aresearch projeet., Feel results or p.reducoal should chi ,w progzesgion of
activities over time toward a refined theory. Finally, activities should
properly reflect the funding level of the project--the larger the project,
generally, the more r esults or end products would be described..
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vm, Relation of this project to other project:

Relationships should be stated in terms f the substantive area,the general objective, the strategies, personnel, and substantiveresults or outputs. teach principal investigator sho-Ild be thoroughly
familiar with all other projects of the same Program and with anyproject of similar concern in other Programs.

IX. Time schedule

A projected time schedule should be indicated on the Time Sche eattached to this form (3:-.e Form 204)

X. Persouncl and budget requiremento

Indicate on the attached budget form:

The proportion of the prineip investigato which
willbo committed to this project.
The number and types of supporting personnel which will he
needed (excluding secretarial and clerical staff).
Activities that may require expenditures above ,,250 for
supplies, equipment, or services. The staff in the Operations
and Business Section are available for help in estimating costs.
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Prospectus for a Development Project

This prospectus is prepared by the Principal Investigator for the
initiation of any new project and also for the program planning and budgeting
of each continuing project. The headings are intended to be applicable
to all Center projects, whether the major effort is development with a
lesser research effort or vice versa. The Center Director and other members
of the management Council will provide relevant information and assist in
preparation of the Project Prospectus so that program planning and budgeting
procedures of the Center are implemented.

I. Title of project

Name(s) of Principal Inves ga s

List also full-time employees or others affiliated with tic
project and their specific responsibilities for the development
or the related development-based research.

M. Statement of general objectives

Tbese objectives are stated in accordance with tie Prograt
objectives and in a similar form.

Importance, need, or justification

An analysis of the present elementary school situation is given
with an indication of the need that the proposed development
is to alleviate. The need this development activity is trying
to satisfy is clearly specified. In turn, this gives a first
approximation of the type of product and the target population
or populations; e.g. materials for use by students and related
instructional guides for teachers.

Deficiencies in the present situation shoulel be outlined, and
the status of the target population upon completion of the
project should be indicated:

a. What the individuals in the target population will be
doing whenthey have achieved the object :yes.

b. Under what conditions they will be doing it.
c. How well they will be doing it.



V. Strategy or operational plans

The sequential operations that will be performed in developing,
testing, and revising, the product(s) are outlines. In general
these operations include

a. A statement of the specific objectives of the product(s) in
terms of pupil behaviors, teacher behaviors, or both depending
on the nature of the product.
The "real world" constraints in which the proposed product
must operate.
A set of spedcations of products, alternatives perhaps, in
terms of (1) types, e.g. printed, audiovisual: length
or amount of materials ; (3) use of the product, e.g. indepen-
dent study, small group discussions, large group information
receiving; (4) amount and type of assistance required for
praetitioners to make the product operative.

d. rine product development - formative evaluation - revision
sequence.
The large-scale field test by the Center or flier agency and
the summative evaluation.
Procedures ford issemination by Center and installation and
further field test by other agency.

These developmental steps are explicated in"Guidelin-s f -r
Quality Verification of Materials D.:velopA at thc. center for
Pupils a. d Lducators".

Target population

`i he characteristics of the target populatioa for the intEnded
iastructio al material should b described as fully as possible.

Expected end products or results

A statement of end products or results by quarter for the next
fiscal y;ar and by year for the next five years should be indicated
in terms of substance incorporated in Center publications.

The information would be stated something as follows:

FY 70

AprilWorking Paper: A second version of a teacher's manual
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for kindergarten and early primary teachers.

July g Paper: A pilot version of individual diagnostic
or assessment tests.

Ca berTechnical Report: Fiesults of pilot testing the second
version of a teacher's manual for kindergarten
and early primary grades.

JanuaryTheoretical Paper: A taxonomy of behavioral objectives
for kindergarten and early primary levels.

FY 71

Materials: Additional system components including video
tapes and printed inser7ice materials (reported
in a Practical Paper) for teachers, !,-.1..adergarten

and early primary levels

FY 72

Technical Report: Eiesuits of field tests for materials

kindergarten and early primary levels,.

FY 73

Working Paper: A first version of i r7aterials for later
primary levels.

al Report: Pilot test results.

FY 74

Practical Papers: The second version of materials for later
primary levels.

Technical Report: Pesulta of tests.

The above types of statements i.ight well follow a brief introductory
paragraph which generally describes the n.:4Aure of the system underdevelopment. nd result:3 or products should show a progression of
activitZes over time toward the development of an instructional system.Finally, activities should properly reflect the funding level of the project
the larger the project, generally, the more resu.lts or end products
should be described.
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VIII. Relation of this project to other Center projects

relationships should be stated in terms of the substantive area,
the general objectives, the strategies, personnel, and outputs.
Each Principal Investigator should be thoroughly familiar with
all other projects of the same Program and with any project of
similar concern in each other Program.

IX. Time schedule

A projected time schedule should be indicated on the Time
Schedule attached to this form. (See form 204)

X. Personnel and budget requirements

Indicate on the attached budget form:

1. the proportion of the Principal Investigator's time which
will be committed to this project

2. the number and types of supporting personnel which will be
needed (excluding secretarial and clerical staff)

3. activities that may require expenditures above 450 for
supplies , equipment, or services. The staff in the
Operations and Business Section are available for help in
estimating costs.



MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTESYSTEMS FOE THE ''3''LlUC.--..ATIDATAL

John F. Vinsonhaler and Stuart W. Thomas

Thomas A. Edison once complained that "Genius is one per cent
inspiration and _-_bety-nine per cleat pelspization." Unf orturately, t hestatement is all too true for the activities of the university s.nientist.As the modern scientific researches fill s various roles -- as aucior,
experimenter, and administrator--much of his energy is spent on taskswhich make little use of his scientific abilities, The present paper
concerns the use of computers to shift the scientist's distribution ofeffort from perspiration toward inspiration.

Generalized Mans ement Information 3 sterns for Researchers .

Over the past ten years, computer scientists have directed theirattention to the various isolated activities of the modern research
scientist. Automated systems have been offered for specializedliterature searching (;dent, 1965), for statistical data analysis (Cooley
and Lohnes, 1962), for data sharing (Disco, 1970), and even for data
collection (Uttal, 1968). What has not been considered is the totalactivities of the researcher, i.e. , the need for generalized systems to
support the combined activities of the modern scientist.

The key concept is the Management Information System (MIS) pre-sently used in administration (Weiss, 1970). "An MIS may be definedas a system that makes any information in the data base (files) immediate-ly available to the user, to satisfy his planned, as well as unplanned
information requirements."

II. MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS

There are two aspects to the MB approach. First, an integratedfile is prepared including all data necessary for the user's informationneeds. Second, a general purpose file management system is used tomaint ain files and generate reports.

1John F. Vinsonhaler is Associate Professor, Information SystemsLaboratory, Michigan State University, East Lansing, Michigan 48823and Stuart W. Thomas is Systems Analyst, Information Systems
Laboratory:, Michigan State Univers East Lansing, Michigan 48823
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A. Inted Files

The creation of separate reports for various management purposes
requires the integration of many types of information, as illustrated in
the following figure. As shown, the MIS user must create a universal
file of linked data records.

The integrated data file is capable of two types of reportsthose
generated from separate files and those generated by combining separatefilese.g. , combining personnel and budget data. The integration or
common link perm-As the preparation of reports for unanticipated infor
ration needs. There are many methods of forming links. The common
identification or label is the one illustrated. Records are integrated by
selecting those with common label a. A more general method is the use
of a common index to the contents of all files (Meadow, 1967;pp.226-252).
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File Managements

The second aspect of the Mr, approach is the use of generalized file
management facilities required to produce both anticipated and unaptici -
paled reports (Aron, 1961). The generalized file management system is
a set of computer programs which will produce many different types of
reports depending on the files and report descriptions submitted. Such
systems are widely accilabi .nd.are periodically reviewed in the
computer science literature (see 01 le, 1969; Senko, 1969; and Meadow
and Meadow, 1970). The use of a generalized file management system
increases the flexibility of the MIS, since one need not describe reports
to be generated before implementing the system.

The following figure shows the complete ME, concept for research
projects as typically implemented in a university environment.



FIGURE 2. The File anagernent System
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he university environment dictates some special MIS characteristics.Very few research projects include budgets for preparing managementreports , let alone funds for computers or computer programs. Hence, the
research must use locally available facilities.. The most practical solutionfor most scientists is to use the university's computing center. Program-ming is necessary since general purpose file management systems are
available for nearly all major computers. (Meadow and Meadow, 1970)

In summary, this is the MIS solution to the research managementproblems -- creating a generalized data file from aggregate data recordsand then generating the required reports from the file by using file
management software available on the scientist's own computer.

Now let us consider a case study of this general technique as appliedto financial record management.



lii. iVii s A CASE ETU Y

The present authors have developed a representative MISfor research-
ers to provide accounting reports for two research projects funded by
grants and contracts from the U.S. Office of Education. Their projects
accounting procedures related expenditures to research objectives.
However, reconciliation of the project accounting with reports prepared
by the university business office required reclassification of many
expenditures, and furthermore, financial reports for the USOE differed
from both the university reports and the accounting classification useful
for the project. Faced with preparing, separate reports for the grantor
and for the university, the authors implemented an HIS to maintain inte-
grated files and generate all reports with the CDC 3600 computer at
Michigan State University.

The case study assumes no unusual computer capabilities which
might prove to he unavailable to the average university researcher. The
computer facilitiea used by the authors' MIS are limited to batch process-
ing with one day turn-eround. Further, the file management system used
in the project, the Eacie ptformation;aetripval System /3- 33ai , is avail
able at cost to any university researcher and may be modified for
installation on most computers. (EMS is written in standard USASI
Fortran, with dialects for IB1' /I, CDC, etc. See Vinsotthaler,
and Thomas, 1970.)

Now let us turn to the case study. To begin with, consider the
overall design of MISIS in relation to the existing university y accounting
system.

A. Genera tit

The fcllowin.g figure summarizes the overall etructure of the MI .R
used at Michigan State University. A distinction is drawn between the
university accoutyUng and the 11.6I9R operations.

The MISR at 14-SU operates in parallel with the university accounting
procedure (shown on the left in the fi gore) , The university reports are
generated mainly to verily the data records and to establish
accurate university categorizations of all expenditures.



At 1VISU, costs appear in university records only after funds have
been legally expended. For this reason, the M1SR university and grantor
reports include only expended funds. Project reports include both
expended and committed funds.



FIGURE 3. The bilal Case :Andy at Michigan State University
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3. Input

Input to the misri/DrIsu system consists of the integrated data record
which combines the basic accounting categories of PLOU, the USOF, and the
:ams Project. A sample data record is illustrated in the following figure.
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C. Grantor Reports

The next figure illustrates the type of report generated by MINK
for the grantor, the U.3. Office of Education, i,ureau of Education for
the Handicapped, using the grantor categories (as specified in the
7`.17",71,-CE-BR field of the data record) to display cumulative totals of
expenditures. Since the I\41313 technique allows complete freedom in
categorization, different reports may be generated for different funding
agencies.

E 5. C:A1.171Cf?. EPOPT: xpendit.-- rantor Category and
by Account Charged.

*********
TABLE---C PANTCr, ;'E PCT;

* DATA-- COST
SAL. EIVIP-BEI`, TRAIT, 3UP-MAT, LUP-1 EPP°, 'A EST

SEEN', FET-REPCIT EQUIP, OTH7FI
COLUiVi - 71-2122, 71-2140

* 0Er-TIC1,; 1 of 1 3ECTIO, (S) PAC E 1

*

*

*

*

*

_.:AI.,

.M -1 Ei f
Ti-,AV
21JP-i-Al

71-2122

2207.59
0.00

236.60
389.10

71-2140

1730.56
0,00
0.00

Ci'i)6,70 *
* C01-.,:::-'. 0.00 0.00
* )UP- EP110 0.00 0,00
* ,:;TAT 0.00 0.00
* TE:3'..! 0.00 0.00
* CT -f -, 0.00 562.99 *

-* FIi-I-2EPCRT 0.00 0.00
* .,!,..1iIP 0.00 0.00
* CTH_C-R 0.00 0.00
* FICI,F-CO 0.00 0.00 4

************************************************
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C. project Re oo

The following figure shows a type of report frequently requested by
project administrators. The report documents the manner in which federal
funds have been expended to meet specific project objectives. This is
accomplished by having expenditures distributed both by project categories
(as specified in the rrPC field) and by the grantor categories (as specified
its the 1'C -OE -BR field) . This type of report provides a sort of "monetary
translator" which indicates how funds are expended both from the point of
view of the grantor and the project director.

FIGURE 6. PROJECT E:EPORTS: Total Expenditures Distributed by
Project Categories and Federal Categories.

**#******* ************#******************************************-
* TABLE-PERTECT REPOT

:/ATA---- COST
EONS-- SAL, EMP-BEN, TRAV, 3UP-MAT, COMM, SUP- REPRO, STAT TEST,

OTH-3_ERV, FIN-REPOET, EQUIP, O'TREt INDIE-CO
COLUI NS-AD MIN, SYS-mop, 3YS -3TOR, TOTAL

*

*

:;ECTION 1 OF 1

ADMIN

SECTION(3)

07-S-Sii0D

PACE

YS -STOR TCTAL

* .SAE 1397.44 1753.71 500.00 337.00 3988.15
* ElvD-BEN 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
* THAv 0.00 236.60 0.00 0.00 236.60
* 3UP-MAT 445.80 0.00 0.00 540.00 985.80
* COMM 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
* DUP-REPRO 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

3TAT 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Y,
* TE3T 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

arF1-3ERV 562.99 0.00 0.00 0.00
FIN-REPCIIT 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

* EcUIP 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
* CLUE 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
* INDIE-CO 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00*



Cost Analysis

Although the authors kept careful records, the actual costs of MISRare only estimates. The problems are that project secretaries work
periodically on MISR -- hence, personnel costs must be estimated; cost
parameters such as number of 'records processed vary monthly; and finally,
computer time and keypunch rental reflect current hardware costs at
Michigan State University.

In general, costs for the MISR case study appear to be very low.
'Airing the eight months of development, a total of 525 transactions
were processed at a total cost of $1400 including salary and computertime, or about 42.67 per record. During the last two months of operation,
a total of 140 transactions were processed at a cost of 1,0174, or about1.24 per record. In terms of total project budget, development costs
were about 1.770 and operations costs about 0.i.-;/0. This per record cost
is about half that cf preparing and mailing a single business letter.

IV. 1" T LUSIONO AND DI3 1J331011

Several comments may be offered from our experience with the MISRtechnique for research project administration.

A. Possible A ns of the MIS rc cod?

The particular MIS procedure used in our case study could probablybe applied at any major university by most funded research projects. Allthat would be required is the modification cf the IM data record to suitthe needs of the researcherts university, funding agency, and project
objectives. The researcher could either obtain the required computer
programs from his local computer

or he could obtain a copy of the
BIH3 system from the authors.

Further, the kiI31-3 procedures might also be applied by administratorsof academic departments and small research institutes. Again, the problemis simply to modify the IVII,SR data record format for the administrator'sspecial requirements. In short, it would appear that MISR may have manyuseful applications.



B. Possible A n lication of the 'ro endure:

The MI3 technique is based on two concepts: integrated data files
and generalized computer programs. Inteexated data files are required to
permit the preparation of reports requiring a combination of several types
of data. The file integration technique used in the present system is to
prepare an integrated data record which includes fields for common
information and for special information unique to the needs of those
sharing the data file.

general purpose software for file nanagernent is required in order
to use local computers and to prepare the diverse types of reports required
by the MIS users. The MI:3 procedure is made economical through the wide
availability of generalized, machine independent computer programs for
information storage and report generation. The ML technique has many
potential uses.

In addition to assisting the research in his administrative and
scholarly roles, a sufficiently flexible MIS could serve directly in his
research activities. In the experience of the authors, a very useful
application would require the system to store the researcher's data as
he collects it, along with such information as the experimental units or
subjects, the variables which were measured, the measuring instruments
date of collection and grant numbers, etc.

One benefit of such facility is that it would permit the re archer
to automate data preparation for computer- aided data analysis. lie can
select subsets of data for a given experiment; join data (or subsets) from
several experiments, do simple transformations and data collapses, etc.,
without having to sort, merge, or repunch data cards, and without having
to preprocess data in transformation routines prior to submitting it for
analysis. Furthermore, some software systems have provision for incor-
porating data analysis programs within themselves -- as is the case with
the BIBS system used by the authors (Vinsonhaler, Hafterson, Thomas;
1970: see Volume VII Information Retrieval and Report Ceneration).

Another interesting use of the MIS Technique would be in managing
research documents and materials. Thus, the researcher could use the
MIS to maintain files of related projects, and relevant documents and to
produce needed reports -- such as bibliographies and lists of references.
Similarly, the MIS could be used to store stimulus materials and to
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generate materials required for research. A few researchers have
reportedly used computers for both document and test item storage
(e.g. see 3ilberman and Filep, 1968). The al13 technique might
provide a pracUeal method of extending this computer research
assistance.

In the present paper, we described a practical MIS to support the
scientist in his role as administrator-manager. iopefully our study will
stimulate research on information systems which will assist the scientist
with other major aspects of his professional life. We all know that the
computer can be a helpful data processor. Perhaps techniques like the
MI3 approach will now show us practical ways of maldng the computer our
all purpose research assistant.
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TOWAR t TI C _NOLOGY OF R&D PLANNING

Monte Penney1

Research may be defined as an ordered process for gaining knowledge.
The accretion of knowledge about a given phenomenon occurs through the
gradual specification and elaboration of its properties and its relationships
to other phenomena. A key point in the development of an area of inquiry is
reached when the existing knowledge base is sufficient to permit organized
attempts at solving problems or adding new capabilities to the human re
pertoire. When attempts of this sort succeed, the results are tangible:
the eradication of a disease or the completion of a space flight.

Successful R&D planning then, is analogous to scientific research in that
it is an iterative process for obtaining better and better approximations of
the logic inherent in natural phenomena. This is not to say that planning
is --or will ever be--an e;iperitriental science; its role is rather to reduce
gross uncerta:nti,-2s into smaller ones which are amenable to scientific
solution. Planning and research, then, caa and must complement each other
in solution-oriented R&D programs.

A gap eydsts, however, between the need `or Rfkr= planning and our
present repertoire of formalized techniques for fulfilling those planning needs.
At best, we have one technique appropriate for use in Phases I and II of
Figure I, and two or more for Phases III, IV, and V. Furthermore, the
techniques for Phases I and H were developed in 1970 and 1967, respec
tively, and have not yet been widely institutionalized,. This means that
the existing techniques must demonstrate considerable success before other
workers will attempt to develop alternative, and hopefully, better ones.

-Monte Penney is Research L.ss Ciate, National Center for Educational
R &D, 1.1.3. Office of Education, '-.Vashington, Ei. C. 20202



Figure I

PHA 1,-i OF R&D PLANNING

Phase I Policy Review

II Strategic Planning

III Tactical Planning

Allocation of Resources

V Monitoring

In order to provide a framework for discussion, I have pieced together
i flow chart descriptive of five Phases of R&D planning.

Five Phases of Planning Defined (See Filw.re 2)

Initial PO,. Review Phase:

Gideotise (Science, December 4, 1970) asserts that the choice of
educational R&D goals is a value-loaded one which demands meticulous
consideration of key policy issues. Goals survive or are displaccd_
depending upon the adequacy of the funding agency's studies in five
broad areas:

A. What is the nature of the co ntexts within which a given educa
ti opal R &D program operates 7

(1) Social, political, economic, and philosophical;

(2) educational policy

(3) educational (delivery) systems

(4) science policy

B. What is the ultimate purpose (educational goal) of educational
R&D in a given area?



C. What R&D functions, definitions, models, and descriptors are
basic to understanding ofand success within -°a given R&D area ?

D. Who are the workers (scientists and developers) who will perform
the R&D and where are they located?

What structures exist for conceiviri
R&D programs in a given area?

planning and impleme in



Figure 2

THE PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTATICN OF A RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
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Phase III. Tactical Plannin
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The initial policy review is complete when a program goal has (1) been
specified and (2) been justified from each of the five points of view described
above.

II. tritePhase:

Carrese and Baker (Management rSciences Ajaril,19671 acknowledge
that the stategic vs tactical dichotomy depends upon one's point
of reference: top leadership may view a massive R&D program as
but a single tactical element in some larger structure. For our
purposes, we will define the strategy stage of planning as struc-
turing coherent, goal-oriented, multiproject programs.

A step-by-step procedure for planning at the strategy is evolving
through the operations of the National Cancer Institute and the U.S.
Office of Education. Called the Convergence Technique, it will be treated
here in some detail because it is the most highly developed of the for -
rnalized approaches to strategic R &D planning.

The developers of the Convergence Technique reasoned that, because
research is a process of exposing the inherent orderor logic--of
natural phenomena, then the logic of the phenomenon under study is the
best guide for sequencing and specifying the research needed to get a
functional understinding of it. Therefore, research conducted according
to a plan which very closely approximates the logic of the phenomenon
under a t-Jcly will progressively reduce the number of unanswered
qiieciaina, allowing funds and talents to CONVERGE upon the remaining
quo ;:a; va:. This is the basic concept of the Convergence Technique.

ral orgi.aLz 'Lag
Convergence Te(aialque rar;.
final goal is the most criti,:;.;
of the research program.

Pr ogr -km, Nat?
as a goal to tT.'..
a goal might h requ.!
appeared. IncAead, then _

OF T ip. TECI-11vrIJE

1e'; have been found ...:-=ng the
-earch problems. The spc,,,,lieation of a

of these, because it determines the nature
rormulating the plan for the Special Virus

cer Insiitate planners could hav-2 chosen
,aea early .)iagnosis o leukemia. " Such
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preventive and/or control measures for leukemia. This goal requires
identification of the causes of leukemia and development of drugs which
prevent and /or control the disease. An appropriately stated final goal
should indicate the kinds of research needed; or as Caxrese and Baker
state, it must "serve as the basis for action." Goals must neither be
diffuse (e.g. , to improve mankind's existence) nor lacking in perspective
(e.g., to test some single hypothesis.) The Language used for stating a
goal should be as concrete as possible; abstraction tends to increase
ambiguity and often provides elegant though unintentional camouflage for
empty concepts .

Having specified a final goal, a convergence planning team identifies
and sequences the sub-goals that must be achieved to accomplish the final
goal. The sequence of these intermediate goals approximates the logical
structure of the phenomenon, given what is known at the time of planning.
The establishment of intermediate goals is accomplished in the same manner
as the final goal.

CRITERLA. FOB COAL ATTAINMENT

Specification of final and intermediate goals provides a skeletal outline
of the logic system tio be followed. But without criteria for the satisfaction
of these goals it is an incomplete plan . For example, if one intermediate
goal is to develop a test, then criteria for acceptable validity andfteliability
of the test and perhaps for ease' of administration and scoring should be
specified.

Every research project undertaken in the overall program meets two
kinds of standards: standards for scientific rigor AND standards for
relevance to the program's goals. Because the criteria for goal attainment
provide relevance standards for the program, they aid in assessing
progress, in determining what new information is needed, and In making
program modifications.

THE PLANNING TEAM

Obviously, the abilities of the people who determine goals and
criteria have a great deal to do with the plan's ultimate accuracy in
approximating the real order of the target phenomenon. Experience
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indicates that a group of more than five or six will experience problems of
semantic diversity and communication time that make planning inefficient.
Because of this each team member must represent a distinct, needed
specialty with as little ovL 1-in as possible. According to Carrese and
Baker, the basic team is coi,4)osed of three memberS:

(a) "one person who has a general, comprehensive knowledge of the
broad area of research and the major scientific disciplines
in which the substance of the program to be planned is included;

(b) one person with specialized knowledge of and experience in the
conduct of research in the particular area to be planned...
and

one person (usually suificient) with general system analysis
knowledge and direct experience in the Use of the planning
technique."

This core membership may be enlarged by adding other specialists as
needed, up to the practical limit of 5 or 6.

THE PLANNING SES3IONO

The planning team must be prepared to devote a large, uninterrupted
block of time to forging the plan. Every idea presented is pursued to one
of three logical end points:

1) the concept is relevant to intermediate or final goals;

(2) it is not relevant; or

) with specific modifications, i.t would beco e relevant

This process, which is both exhaustive and exhausting, should
ideally continue until the logic system is very highly developed. The
planning team, however, does not work in total isolation. It should have
prearranged access to library materials and consultants. Review of
interim drafts of the logic system can be performed by other experts
while the planning team moves ahead.



THE CONVERGENCE CHART

The planning team. obviously cannot keep all the relevant details in
mind throughout a 4- to 8-week session. Tape recordings and photos
of blackboard notes are good devices for short-term-storage, but the

Convergence Chart is the continuously developing model of the program
to be conducted.

Phase n-1: goal.
Step 1 Step 2
Task .1 Task 1
Task 2 Task 2
Task 3 Task 3

Criteria for
satisfaction
of inter -
mediate goal
n-1
1. .
2.....

3... . NNN

N

Phase n: goal
Step 1 Step 2
Task 1 Task 1
Task 2 Task 2
Task 3 Task 3

Criteria for
satisfaction
of inter-
mediate goal
n

FIGURE 3

3

Final goal
and criteria
or its

atisfaction

1

2..

Figure 3 shows the typical format for charting a program's logic
system or linear array. :ape cified in this array are the activities
judged to be necessary to the attainment of intermediate and final goals.
if the logic of a given area of research so requires, the linear array
may branch or contain parallel lines of investigation. For example, the
National Cancer Institute's program on:lung cancer includes work on
development of a cancer-free cigarette in addition to work on diagnosis
and controls of the disease. The linear array is intended to display the
best available knowledge and estimates of the work involved in attaining
the final goal. Because it contains both relatively "hard" information
and relatively "soft" information, it is the focus of continuing re-exam-
ination and modification irk light of new findings.

Two additional arrays are constructed. The concurrent array
shows research tasks which provide alternative approaches or promise
to optimize performance in the linear array. The supplementary array
is composed of long-range, "high-risk" activities, which, if successful,
could cause major changes in the logic of the linear array. Tasks in



the linear array receive first priority for funding; if all of the tasks in the
linear array can be funded, then work can begin in the concurrent array.
The tasks in the supplementary array are funded last. Figure 4 shows a
Convergence Chart with some detailing of all three arrays of the research
flow.

The Convergence Chart of a research program also requires specift -
cation of a system for transmitting timely information to everyone concerne
Such a system would include all project personnel, the staff of the funding
agency, and other interested parties, especially researchers who wish to
collaborate in the effort and scholars who wish to critique the overall
plan. In figure 4, a minimal information flow would report program status
on a quarterly or semi-annual basis, as necessary_ . The structure provided
by the linear array allows progress reports to be both concise and concrete.

The Resources Flow section of a Convergence Chart specifies the
kinds of talents and facilities needed, and the approximate cost of each
phase of the research.

Although the Convergence Technique is a formalized system for
planning research programs, it is not a closed system. The planning
begins with the construction of a "rough draft" of the target phenomenon's
inherent logic, but this is only a beginning. The plan is not considered a
blue-print to be followed slavishly; instead, it is a structure which is
expected to receive extensive modification through professional criticism
and through careful analysis of research findings.

Ell Tactical -Phase;

Tactical planning is the designing of constituent project-sized
pieces of work to satisfy program criteria.. Educational R&D
is stougest at this stage: educational researchers and
developers are prodigious builders and users of tools for this
purpose. The tools of tactical planning include research de-
sign procedures; conceptual models (eg. CIPP); computer
programs for costing, controlling, data-analysis, and scheduling:
and many others. Tactical planning culminates in decisicns
about how individual projects should be accomplished, who is
likely to have competence in accomplishing them, and the
like.
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IV. Allocation of Resources Phase:

This is the business of securing contractual relationships w
institutions which will perform the work. This stage may occur
in Universities (through delegation of tasks to staff or graduate
students); in business or non-profit firms (through assignment oftasks to a lab or division); or in the Federal government (through
assignment to staff scientists or procurement via negotiation or
R F P) .

V. Monitoring Phase:

As a research or development project progresses, there is often
a need to re-design portions of it, and efficient re-design requires
constant accurate information about ongoing work.

Monitoring is defined by Terselic and Carrese Vational Contract
Management Journal , 1969 V.3 No.2) as "The function or process of
continuous evaluaticu of an ongoing research and development task by
scientists expert in the subject matter of the task, in terms of
achievement towards task objectives and. with concern for resource
utilization." Monitoring then, is "an evaluation function requiring
a gathering of information depicting progress."

Viewed as simple system, project monitoring has these componentsand processes, as shown in Figure 5.



FIGURE 5

PROJECT MONITORING

1. Design of a given
R&D task

2. Management plan
derived from (1) .

3. Reporting plan
derived from (2).

4. Information derived
from 1, 2 , 3 , and
from conduct of the
work.

Analysis of nput 4

quality of work

(b) fidelity to objec-
tives

rate of performance(e)

(d) Prospectiveness

2. ..Jy s the s s of informa-
tion for appropriate
levels of management

1. Report designe
for

project officer

(b) higher manage-
ment

(C ) scientific
community

Feed ack

Many R&D managers might consider only phases I, II, and Id to be
planning functions. Once the notion of a true planning cycle (one
in which Rap outputs directly influence future R tasks is introduced,
however, it becomes clear that all five phases must be viewed as
parts of a coherent whole.



A Model for the Evaluation of Management Planning Techniques

J. William Smith and John L. Yeagerl

With the passage of the Cooperative Research Act in 1954, there has
been an increasing public interest in the development of new educational
programs throughout the nation. In response to this interest, the Federal
government has increased its'allocation of resources far research and
development in education. This larger pool of resources has enabled the
researcher to mount signiffcantR&D Programs that transcend parochial
concerns in order to address more critical and pervasive problems. As
a direct result of this expanded support of research by the Federal
government, larger and more complex research programs were formulated
requiring management techniques not typically found in the gene` d field
of education. Particularly, attention was given to the utilization of plan
'ling, techniques in order to systematically study alternative actions in
terms of costs and probability of success. At the present time, there is
even greater emphasis given to the planning of R&D Programs that have
resulted from the plateauing of Federal resources concommit with an
increasing public demand for the resolution of pressing educational
problems.

This concern for planning has been evidenced by the uovernment in
terms of the various planning studies it has funded over the past years,
as exemplified by the support given to Cook's work in the development of
an educational project management theory. utilizing the Program Evaluation
and Review Technique, Gephart's application of the Convergence
Technique to research in reading, and the development of a Program-Plan-
ning-Budgeting-Evaluation System by the Research Corporation of the
Association of School Business Officials.

The implications are clear that planning activities will continue to
attract significant interest from the Federal government, and consequently
will exert a major force on the direction and scope of educational research
activities.

1J. William Smith is at the Learning Research and Development Center,
University of Pittsburg, Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, 15213 and
John L. Yeager is at the Learning Research and Development Center,
University of Pittsburg, Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, 15213



The purpose of this paper is to examine briefly the mechanics of some
of the most commonly used planning techniques and provide a basis for
selecting an appropriate technique for a researcher faced with limited
financial resources who must achieve a specific research objective within
a given period of time.

Towards this end, I will discuss Program-Planning-Budgeting -Sys
terns and the Convergence Technique as techniques to be utilized for
developing major research efforts encompassing many projects on a pro
grammatic basis. Secondly, I will describe bar-charting and the
Program-Evaluation-Review-Technique as means of enhancing research
management on a project level. The final part of this paper will deal
with the development of a cross reference chart designed to assist the
research manager in the selection of a proper planning technique for his
particular research effort.'

Program-Planning-Budgeting-Systems, generally referred to as
PPBS, lends itself to the concept of a comprehensive plan because the
technique requires the grouping of similar activities on a program basis
and involves planning over an extended per5od of time, generally threeto five years. The primary purpose of PPM" is to provide a mechanism
for the analysis of alternatives within a framework of resource allocation.

Operationally, the system requires the identification of research
objectives and the development and analysis of programs aimed at
attaining these objectives. The programs are then translated into bud
getary requirements reflecting all of the resources required for the
sucessfulienp.cre, ,Lation of a given program. The program required to
meet a specific objective is the central element of the Pregram-Planning-
Budgeting-System and as Cleland and King have stated2 the program is
out put - oriented: it is defined in terms of what achievement is being
sought, rather than what resources or inputs.a.re available.

A major problem facing the researcher in defining_ a program lies
the relationship between programs and objectives. Research objectives

are often ill defined, thus poorly stated in operational terms. Therefore
the objectives, which serve as a basis for program definition, must be



stated by the researcher in such a manner that the activities required by
attainment of the objective can be identified and stated. Indeed, Fost.r (3)
has defined a program as "the sum of the steps or interdependent activities
which enter Into the attainment of a specified objective."

As the programs are precisely defined and budgeted, their cost and
benefits can be projected, thus providing a cost-effectiveness basis for
evaluating alternative programs. Once this analysis has been accomplished
and the major programs selected and budgeted, the plan is formalized by

(2)the preparation of a "Program and Financial Plan." Cleland and King
bore defined the "Program and Financial Plan" as a statement of the
program structure covering, on a year to year basis, a period of years
determined by the nature of the organizations objectives and operations,
all within the format of a financial plan. This plan should reflect the
optimum level of resources reouired to achieve the program objective.
Revaluat iOn Ofchanges in funding or changes in organizational compo
cents would, as the need became apparent, dictate any necessary changes
in the projected plan.

In specific terms, a properly implemented PPM' should, according
to Culbertson, (4) enable an organization to:

1. "Make available to top management more
concrete and specific data relevant to
broad decisions;

2. Spell out more concretely the objectives of
programs;

Analyze systematically and present for
management review and decision possible
alternative objectives and alternative
programs to meet these objectives;

4. Evaluate throughly and compare the
benefits and costs of programs;

5. Produce total rather than partial cost
estimates of programs;



6. Present en a multi-year basis the prospective
costs and accomplishments of programs;

7. Review objectives and conduct program
analysis on a continuing, year round baSis
instead of on a crowded schedule to meet
budget deadlines."

Perhaps a good illustration of the purpose of PPBS in an educational
environment has been shown in the introductory statement of the PPB3
Instruction Manual of the University of Pittsburg, which in part states:

"During the past several years, the University has
been developing a Planning, Programming, Budgeting
System (P. P.B.S.) to provide a means for cominuni
cation within the University and a rational basis for
planning and budgeting.- Through such a system the
various departments and areas will have a uniform
means for communicating the scope of their programs
in terms of the resources required (finances, staff ,

space, etc.) while at the same time demonstrating
what these programs produce (graduates, courses,
research units, publications, etc.). A more clear
understanding of the specific programs which de -
partments are providing, or proposing to provide,
and the interrelationships between these programs
now becomes possible. ,uch an understanding will
facilitate tie process of decision-making at all
levels among all interested partiesfaculty,
students, and administrators. By directly associating
the budget with specific programs and program levels,
the actual pattern for use of Ueiversity financial
resources is made known and better informed
budgetary decisions are possible."

Clearly then, the advantage of PPBS lies primaryly in its ability,
to show the interrelationship between program efforts and in the
provision of budgetary statements which can be used for analysis of
alternatives.



While PPBS is well suited as a master planning technique for
organizations with many objectives, its usefulness to major research-
oriented programs might be limited if the research is such that the
solution to a partul ar problem requires a wide range of activities
aimed at the attainment of one particular objective. Typical of this
type of research effort is the U.S. Office of Education's program of
research on the problems of reading. An outgrowth of this program was
the examination of the Convergence Technique-as a planning device for
education.

As Gephart relates, (5) that while personnel in several funding
agencies had begun to explore means for mounting a concentrated
attack on the problem of reading, there also existed a pessimism
about the effectiveness of programmatic efforts because of the failure
to generate program proposals which could be curnmulatcd for a
problem solution. Because of this situation a decision was made to
apply the Convergence Technique to basic studies in reading in an
effort to develop a comprehensive, long-term reading program.

Applications of the Convergence Technique involves the formation
of a planning team, usually consisting of specialist and generalist in a
particular field, as well as a systems analyst. This planning team is
responsible for defining the objective and sub-objectives of the program.
The sub-objectives are then sequenced so as to depict a logical move-
ment towards the major objective. The planning team is also respon -
sidle: for determining the research activities required to achieve each
sub-objective and establishing some criteria for this achievement.

At the conclusion of planning activity, a diagram, or Conver -
gence Cahrt, is constructed. This chart is the r a basis for deter
miaing the projects to be undertaken and the order in which they are to
be started. Progress of the activiEes is then monitored and the plan
updated if necessary as the program progresses.

Gephart(5) has explained the management functions of the Conver -
genre Technique in terms of examination of the project results against
the relevant sub-objective criteria: As the criteria for one sub -cbjec -
tive is satisfied, work towards the next sub-objective is begun. He
f urt her relates that if the criteria for the sub-objective is not met, the
logic of the program must be re-examined to determine if the plan
should be changed or if additional work on the sub-obj'mtive is
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necessary. This process is repeated until the program objective is
accomplished,

The basic advantage to research activities of this technique lies in
the assumption that not all necessary activities can be clearly identified
in advance. The technique recognizes that research efforts involve
numerous unknown factors. The Logic is that as progress is made the
number of unknowns should decrease and the research efforts converge
on a single solution. This is best illustrated by reviewing an exampleof a Convergence Chart. If you examine Figure I of your hand-out,
which is a typical example of an over-all convergence chart, you can
see the flow of activities and the arrays which depict the activities of the
planning team as well as the mechanisms for monitoring resource
allocation and information now.

The major segments of the chart are the Research. Flow, the
Information Flow, and the Resource Flow. The Research Flow is
usually subdivided into Linear, Concurrent, and Supplementary Arrays.

Of. the arrays, the main research effort, represented by the Linear
Array, is subdivided into an appropriate number of flow patterns to
indicate the major research sub-objectives that have been defined and
to show how their, completion should converge the program's progress
to the attainment of the over-all ohejctive. The Concurrent and
Gupplementary Arrays depict consideration of activities not essential
to the program, but which might have a considerable effect if success -
fully completed.

The Information Flow represents communication activities between
program elements that are necessary to reflect the ongoing researchefforts.

Resource allocation and utilization monitoring is accomplished by
developing and updating the Resource Flow. A major advantage
obtained from the application of Convergence Planning to research
efforts lies in the logic of systematic consideration of sub-objectives,
the completion of which leads to solution of the research problem .

Both PPRS and the Convergence Technique are suited for major
large-scale, complex studies involving several groups and for research
efforts expected to last over some extended period of time. These
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planning devices are also appropriate for applications where specific tasks
are not necessarily required to be completed by some predetermined
exact date.

Obviously, a researcher, who i l nultl r :: _ore sodest research
effort, would find these two techniques is iu :wiate to his need due to
the complexity of the techniques themselves. Assumini, that all the
components of the purposed research are known, the concepts of project
managernentas exemplified by Project Planning Charts and the Program
I:valuation-Review-Technique could then be utilized.

Project Planning Charts, or bar charts, are an outgrowth of
Gantt Charts. Charts of this nature typically consist of a scale divided
into units of time across the top and project activities listed down the
left-hand side. Figure II of your hand-out shows a typical example of a
Planning Chart. Notice that bars or lines are drawn across the chart to
indicate the schedule of each activity. As proErc....,;s is made on any -6iN-2n
activity, a second line is drawn in to show the status of the activity in
relation to the time scale. Resource allocations can then be made based
on the shortest reasonable time needed to complete the project.

Preparation of this type of chart requires the determination of a
specific course of action to be followed in the accomplishment of the
project. The course of action should be stated in trms of the necessary
activities to be scheduled. Time estimates for each activity should be
obtained from the person responsible for that activity. Once this infor-
mation is gathered, the chart can be prepared.

Charts of this nature offer the advantage of showing the overall plan,
the estimated schedule, and the current progress of the project
simultaneously.

Cleland and Xing (2) have identified the disadvantages of this technique
principally as having to plan and schedule at the same time. Since the
technique is based on a time factor, alternative plans generally have to be
evaluated on the basis of the initial schedule, thus minimizing the oppor -
tunny to consider plans requiring a different schedule. In addition, bar
charts do not show the interdependent relationships of one activity to
another. Although the technique will show tici amount of time that a given
activity is behind schedule, it does not clearly show the impact upon
subsequent activities or concurrent activities.



These Project Progress Charts are best suited for reasonably small,
short-term projects which can be easily managed by monitoring the pregress
of some major activities and communicating the overall status of the
project.

Many of the shortcomings of progress charts are overcome by the
Program-Evaluation-Review-Technique. Commonly referred to as
PERT, this planning device has been investigated and tested by Cook for
its approprOteness to project management efforts in education. Accosting
to Roman, (6) PERT is designed to

"focus managerial attention on key project
developmental activities; point up potential
problem areas which could disrupt project
objectives; evaluate progress towards the
attainment of the project objectives; give
management a prompt mechanical reporting
device; and, aid and facilitate decision
making."

o accomplish these managerial objectives PLIIri utilizes time as a
common denominator to reflect the interrelationships of time, resource
allocation, and performance standards.

The first step in the implementation of PENT is the definition of the
project objectives. These objectives are then subdivided into identifiable,
easily-managed activities which are classified according to their inter -
dependency relationships. As Cook has shown, (7)the subdividing and
classification of activities continue until an appropriate level of detail
is reached. The dependency relationships existing between activities
can then be depicted by use of a network system.

Figure III shows that networks consist of circles and arrows (or
appropriate substitutes). The circles represent events and the arrows
activities. An event is specific instant in time and consumes neither
time nor resources. An activity is actual task or work and consumes
time and resources.



The specific r equire- ents and characteristics of network systems
include:

1. The individual tasks required to achieve some objective must be
defined in sufficient . detail so as to be represented in the network, which
is comprised of events and activities. An event represents a specific
accomplishment at a rt-trfi cular instant in time. An activity represents the
various resources, including time, which must be utilized to progress
from one event to the next.

2. Events must be sequenced on the network in such a manner as to
allow identification of critical paths, which depicts that chain of necessary --
events that in summation requires the greatest time.

3. Three time estimates are made for each activity of the network .These three time estimates are known as the most likely time, the
optimistic time, and the pessimistic time. The most likely time is that
time which, in,the estimator's opinion, the activity wi'' require under
normal conditions. The optimistic time is that time required under the
most favorable conditions . The pessimistic time is that time required
if just about everything goes wrong. These three time estimates provide
a basis for calculating the expected time and the scheduled time of a
project. The difference between these estimates can be eNpressed ta terms
of a standard deviation and provide a probability of accomplishing
scheduled time by use of _ne normal distribution table.

In using network systems, provisions must be made for frequent
review of progress as compared to the time estimates originally given for
the various activities. :Alice the time predictic,ns are then compared with
feedback in the form of performance data, opportunities are presented to
reallocate resources if necessary to facilitate progress along critical
paths.

Network systems, then provide a large amount of information
relating to activitles necessary to accomplish some objective to be pre -
seated in a highly ordered fashion.

By estimating the cost of each activity, it is possible to add a
dimension of resource control to network systems, thus providirkg a better
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basis for management action.

Network systems can be applied to almost any project where logicalplanning is required. Cook identifies several criteria that should beconsidered in the decision to utilize network systems.

"Does a specified end objective exists the
accomplishment of which can be determin

"Must some sched uled date or deadline be
met?"

d

"What is the degree of project comple, city?"

4. "Does a degree of uncertainty exist as to
the definition of some or all program
elements?"

"How familiar are the concepts of PEWr t
project personnel ?"

A primary disadvantage of t tilizing PERT for research activities isthe lack of ability to specify with great accuracy the time elements of
research activities. However, if the time ele)nents are properly estimatedthis weakness need not invalidate the effectiveness of PERT to educationalresearch.

The description of these techniques has been designed to state onlythe basic principles of each method and to provide some insight for itsappropriate applications to the field of educational research.

Figure IV is a selection criteria chart designed to assist theresearcher in selecting an appropriate planning device for his particularneeds. A review of this chart will indicate some considerations that
should be taken and the consequences that would result from the selectionof any of these techniques.

The criterion listed in this chart and the corresponding ratings arenot to be interpreted as absolute values for all research situations, but
rather as an indication of the appropriateness of the technique for a"typical" situation. The criteria represents an initial attempt to identify '.
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selected characteristics that indicate Nvhethdr or not a particular` technique
should be applied to a given research activity.

It has been my purpose in this paper to identify the basic features of
four techniques that-can and have been used in educational endeavors and
to relate some meaningful criteria that will assist educational researchers
in the selection of an appropriate planning device. It is anticipated that as
the general area of planning receives increasing attention by the educational
community, new planning techniques and criteria will evolve. This will
permit the researcher to inure effectively conduct his research activities.
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FIGURE II

CJ;ECT PLANNING
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FICLPE IV

IION

Key 1 = Low application of statement to technique
2 = Moderate application of st tetnent to technique
3 = High application of statement to technique

The technique is best_ suited for: Bar- charts PEET Convergence

1 Complex multi-organization
research effort

2 in le objective - project esear:111

1

Basic research (large circle) 1

4 Basic research (modest scale) 1 1

Developmental aspects of
educational research 2 1

6 - Identifying and analyzing
alternative strategies 1 2 3

7 - Costing alternative strategies 1 3 2

The technique requires:

1 - A definitive statement of the
research objective 3 3 2

2 - Llequeneing.of activities

3= The availability of highly
trained personnel 1 2 3

4 - Consideration of alternatives 1 1 3

pecific budgetary procedures 1



II. he techni ue re uires (cont'd): Bar-charts PERT Converp_snce

Establishment of a defined
schedule

7- Identify of specific activities 2

8 Extra cost for implementation of
technique to re&.-arch effort

9 - Detailed specification of all
component activities 3

IR. The technique provides a mechanism for:

tar -charts PERT Converrence i--) r,,_ ,

2

Showing the inter-relationships
between tasks 2

2 - Depicting the inter dependencies
between tasks

3 Establishing a basis for budgetary
control 1

4 Improving communicetion 2

3

3

3

3

5 Adequate information feedback

Assignment of realistic cost
to tasks

TJetermination of tl e reliability_
of time estimates

8 - Evaluation of performance on a
time basis

Evaluation of per .nce on a
budget basis
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